Call for Papers

The 3rd IEEE Theoretical Aspects of Software Engineering Conference (TASE 2009), sponsored by IEEE CS and IFIP, will be held in Tianjin, China in July, 2009.

Large scale software systems and the Internet are of growing concern to academia and industry. This poses new challenges to the various aspects of software engineering, for instance, the reliability of software development, web-oriented software architecture and aspect and object-orientation techniques. As a result, new concepts and methodologies are required to enhance the development of software engineering from theoretical aspects. TASE 2009 is a forum for researchers from academia, industry and government to present ideas, results, and ongoing research on theoretical advances in software engineering.

TASE 2009 is the third in a series of conference, sponsored by IEEE CS and IFIP. The first TASE conference was held in Shanghai, China, in June 2007. The second TASE conference was held in Nanjing, China, in June 2008.

Topics of Interest

Authors are invited to submit high quality technical papers describing original and unpublished work in all theoretical aspects of software engineering. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:

- Requirements Engineering
- Specification and Verification
- Embedded and Real-Time Systems
- Software Testing
- Program Analysis
- Model-Driven Engineering
- Software Architectures and Design
- Software Processes and Workflows
- Component-Based Software Engineering
- Software Safety, Security and Reliability
- Reverse Engineering and Software Maintenance
- Service-Oriented Computing
- Aspect and Object Orientation
- Semantic Web and Web Services
- Type System and Theory
- Program Logics and Calculus
- Dependable Concurrency
- Software Model Checking

Submission

Submission should be done through the TASE 2009 submission page, handled by the EasyChair conference system. The authors are requested to submit the abstract (100 - 300 words) by February 20, 2009, and the paper (up to 8 pages) by February 27, 2009.

To do submission, visit EasyChair and register as a new member. A password will be sent by e-mail shortly. Using that password, log-in and proceed to the New Submission page, where the detailed instructions can be found.

When submitting the abstract, tick the "Abstract Only" box nearly at the end of the page.

After submission, the authors can update abstracts and papers as well as the authors' information using the EasyChair system until the deadline. The proceedings of the conference will be published by the IEEE Computer Society Press. Papers must be written in English and not exceed 8 pages in Two-Column IEEE format.

Important Dates

February 20, 2009: Title and abstract submission deadline
February 27, 2009: Paper submission deadline
April 20, 2009: Acceptance/rejection notification
May 11, 2009: Camera-ready version due
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